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How does omega-3 FA help DES?

It is a precursor to anti-inflammatory prostaglandins, and promotes their production.

In what foods can it be found?

Flaxseed oil; fish including salmon, herring

Does it have other beneficial effects within the eye?

Yes, it probably is useful in reducing the risk of CNVM occurrence in at-risk patients.

Does it have other health-promoting effects?

May help CAD, arthritis, dyslipidemias, and other systemic disorders.
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What is omega-3 FA’s evil twin?

Omega-6 fatty acids

What is the pathologic result of increased O-6 FA intake, ie, what does it promote?
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Why is O-6 FA pro-inflammatory?

It is a precursor of arachidonic acid.
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How does omega-3 FA help DES?
It is a precursor to anti-inflammatory prostaglandins, and promotes their production.

In what foods can it be found?
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Does it have other beneficial effects within the eye?
Yes, it probably is useful in reducing the risk of CNVM occurrence in at-risk patients

Does it have systemic health-promoting effects?
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Why is O-6 FA pro-inflammatory?
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What is the main source of O-6 FA in the American diet?
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It is the ratio of the dietary intake of these substances that is important

What is the ratio in the typical Western diet? About…1:15!